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The NEW MEXICO LAW REVIEW published two issues totalling 877 printed pages during 1981-82. Topics covered included habeas corpus, unemployment compensation, capital punishment, and a survey of New Mexico law.

[Student] Editor-in-Chief of the Summer 1981 issue was Anne D. Goodman, with Robin Dozier Otten serving as Lead Articles Editor, Lynn Isaacson as Processing Editor, Tracy Sprouls as Notes and Comments Editor, and July Kelley and Joseph Werntz as Supervising Editors.

[Student] Sarah Curry Smith served as Editor-in-Chief of the Winter 1982 Survey of New Mexico Law issue, and she also successfully negotiated for a change in frequency of publication from two to three issues annually, commencing instant 1982. Other editors of the Survey issue were Martha C. Dabney, Lead Articles; Matthew Holt, Processing; Paul E. Houston, Notes and Comments; and Jill Adams and Jocelyn Torres, Supervising.

Members of the State Bar contributing articles were: Thomas A. Donnelly, James M. Klein, and Ruth Musgrave Silver in the Summer issue, and Raymond Baehr, Daniel Dabney, Richard Hughes, David Kelsey, Suzanne Lebeck, Thomas Montoya, and Raymond Schowers in the Winter issue. School of Law faculty who contributed articles were: Michael B. Browde, William T. MacPherson, J. Michael Norwood, Mario E. Occhialino, Ann C. Scales, and Luis G. Stelzner.

The LAW REVIEW continues to provide an educational experience for law students, and a working tool for members of the legal profession in New Mexico.